
Mysterious 241 

Chapter 241 Reunion 

As soon as Qin Xi hung up the phone, Lone Wolf and the other two returned. The moment the door 

opened, Qin Xi heard the cries of the little girl and Dong Xiaoxuan. 

She quickly walked over and saw mother and daughter hugging and crying at the entrance. 

“Lady Boss, we brought her back!” When Blood Stealer saw Qin Xi, he laughed heartily. “It’s too 

satisfying. Lady Boss, you don’t know, but the method you taught us was too effective. With two cracks, 

we made that prick kneel and beg for mercy.” 

The corners of Qin Xi’s mouth curled up as she said with a smile, “It seems that you got it done quite 

quickly. I have a lot more satisfying methods. I’ll teach you another day.” 

Blood Stealer’s eyes lit up. “Really? That’s great.” 

As if he had tasted the sweetness of torturing Master Qi, his eyes were filled with eagerness. Then, he 

rubbed his hands in embarrassment and said awkwardly, “Um… Lady Boss, why don’t you do me 

tomorrow?” 

Even Saber and the solemn Lone Wolf couldn’t help but look at Qin Xi expectantly. 

Qin Xi raised her eyebrows and asked, “You really want to learn it so badly?” 

The three of them nodded heavily. 

Qin Xi shrugged, “Alright, I’ll teach you tomorrow morning. Everyone must be tired tonight. Go back to 

your room and rest!” 

As they discussed, Dong Xiaoxuan and Dong Mi gradually calmed down. It had been a year since they 

last met. Although they had a lot to say, at this moment, Dong Xiaoxuan only wanted to thank Qin Xi. 

The mother and daughter came to Qin Xi and knelt down in unison. Dong Xiaoxuan thanked her 

excitedly with tears in her eyes. “Thank you, Miss Qin. If not for you, I wouldn’t have been able to see 

my daughter in my life. I don’t have many skills, but I know how to wash clothes, cook, and clean up the 

house. I’m willing to be your servant for the rest of my life.” 

Dong Mi also knew that this big sister in front of her had saved her. She imitated her mother and said, 

“Thank you, big sister. I’m also willing to work for you.” 

At the age of seven, she was supposed to be in the warm embrace of her mother. However, because of 

Master Qi’s selfish desires, she was imprisoned in the basement and had not come out for a year. Her 

personality had taken a drastic change. 

Qin Xi helped the two of them up with a smile. “I don’t need you to work for me. However, I do need a 

cook here. Sister Dong, if you want to stay, cook for us. I’ll give you 50 yuan a month. How about that?” 

Dong Xiaoxuan quickly shook her head and refused. “No, Miss Qin, I can’t repay your kindness enough. 

How can I ask for money?” 



“Don’t refuse. You should think about your daughter more. She’s already reached the schooling age. Let 

her go to school. Knowledge can change fate.” 

After Qin Xi finished speaking, she looked at Dong Mi and asked, “Mi, do you want to protect your 

mother?” 

Dong Mi nodded heavily, her eyes filled with determination. “Yes!” 

Qin Xi rubbed her head and said, “If you want to protect your mother, you should study hard. In the 

future, when you have the ability, no one will bully you anymore.” 

The little girl clenched her fists and said firmly, “I will. I won’t let my mother suffer again.” 

When Dong Xiaoxuan heard that, she could no longer hold back the tears in her eyes. She swore in her 

heart that no matter what happened in the future, she would protect her daughter. She would do 

anything to protect her. 

Chapter 242: Sweet Dew Food Supermarket 

The next morning, the Sweet Dew Fruit Store was open for business as usual! 

Xia Tangxin was on tenterhooks the entire morning. Seeing that the people who came to cause trouble 

did not appear, she heaved a sigh of relief. 

When Qin Xi saw that her store was packed with customers, she smiled so widely that her eyes 

narrowed into a line. 

Xia Tangxin couldn’t help but ask curiously, “How did you do it?” 

It had to be noted that Master Qi was not a decent person. He had some status in Luoping City. He was 

arrogant and despicable. Some wealthy families did not want to provoke him, afraid that they would get 

into trouble. 

Even Xia Zhenguo avoided him, so she was very curious about how Qin Xi did it. 

Qin Xi snapped her fingers and said with a smile, “It’s very simple. He’s having a woman outside 

marriage. After I found out, I told his wife. He probably can’t even protect himself now.” 

Xia Tangxin widened her eyes and covered her mouth in surprise. She lowered her voice and said, “Oh 

my god, Xi, you’re so bad. I heard that Master Qi is actually a live-in son-in-law. If he has a woman 

outside marriage, his reputation as Master Qi will be ruined. Moreover, I heard that Master Qi’s wife is a 

tigress with an extremely hot temper. This time, even if he doesn’t die, he’ll suffer.” 

She stuck out her tongue and said worriedly, “But… if they reconcile, will Master Qi come to cause 

trouble again?” 

“Don’t worry, he definitely won’t,” Qin Xi said firmly. 

“Why?” 

“Because… he doesn’t have that chance anymore!” 



Although she did not understand what chance Qin Xi was talking about, Xia Tangxin had no intention of 

getting to the bottom of it. Instead, she went to check the accounts with Qin Xi. 

At noon, Qin Xi went to the newly renovated Sweet Dew Food Supermarket managed by Zheng Zhou 

and Zhao Dan. 

When they saw Qin Xi, Zhao Dan and Zheng Zhou were pleasantly surprised. 

Zhao Dan said, “Why didn’t you tell us you were coming so that I could drive to pick you up? How long 

do you plan to stay in Luoping City? Do you have a place to stay? If not, come to my house. I still have an 

empty room.” 

Qin Xi smiled faintly. “Thank you, Auntie Zhao. I have a place to stay.” 

She looked at the space and renovation of the shop and nodded in approval. “The renovation is not bad. 

How’s the preparation going? When do you plan to open for business?” 

Zhao Dan said excitedly, “In the next two days. The goods will arrive tomorrow afternoon and the shop 

will open the day after tomorrow.” 

Zheng Zhou brought over a bag of preserved fruits, a bottle of jam, and a bottle of canned food and 

placed them in front of Qin Xi. He said eagerly, “Miss Qin, try them.” 

Qin Xi picked up a piece of preserved fruit and sniffed it. 

To be honest, although she was the one who came up with these recipes, she really did not know how 

they tasted. 

Of course, no matter how it tasted, this was a fruit nourished by the Vitality Pill. Even if the formula was 

not good, it would not taste too bad. 

When the preserved fruit entered her mouth, Qin Xi’s eyes lit up. It was sour with a hint of sweetness. 

The texture was mellow, and her mouth was filled with the fragrance of fruit. 

It was like eating a piece of chewing gum. Even her breath was filled with the smell of fresh fruit. 

She then tried the jam. The jam did not contain any other products. It was just water and fruit with 

some honey. It could be said that the jam was the purest in the market. 

As for the canned food, there was no need to taste it. Just smelling the fragrance made the saliva in her 

mouth overflow. 

Chapter 243: Chance Encounter 

“Very good. At this rate, our brand will soon occupy the market.” 

Qin Xi wiped her mouth and said with a smile, “When the situation here stabilizes, Auntie Zhao, you can 

start franchising. That way, you won’t have to work so hard.” 

Zhao Dan and Zheng Zhou’s eyes lit up and they clapped their hands excitedly. “That’s right. Why didn’t I 

think of this idea? This way, we won’t have to work so hard to hire people and find shop locations.” 



Seeing that Zhao Dan had some business sense, Qin Xi was more or less relieved. Thinking of why she 

was here, she suddenly changed the topic and said, “Auntie Zhao, I’m here to tell you something.” 

“What is it?” 

“I came to Luoping City this time to open a clinic. I’ve handed everything to Stone. If you need anything 

in the future, call him.” 

“Open a clinic?” 

“Yes, as you know, I’m best at medicine. It would be a pity to waste this ability. Besides, business is not 

my intention, and I’m not good at business, so I handed everything to Stone.” 

Actually, the couple did not believe that Qin Xi wasn’t good at doing business. If she was really so, how 

did she come up with such a perfect business plan? 

This was not what they were most worried about. What they were most worried about was whether 

Han Shi… was really up to take the job. 

After sitting for a while, Qin Xi left. 

Her goal today was to find a location for her clinic. 

However, after walking for two streets, Qin Xi still didn’t find a satisfactory location. Suddenly, a voice 

came from behind. “Divine Doctor, is that you?” 

Qin Xi subconsciously turned around and saw a beautiful woman holding the hand of a little boy. Beside 

her stood a tall man. 

From the looks of it, they were undoubtedly a family of three. 

“Is that you?” 

Qin Xi recognized the beautiful woman and the little boy at a glance. The little boy was the one who had 

almost broken his spine in the amusement park back then. 

“It’s really you! It’s great to see you here.” 

The beautiful woman held her son’s hand and walked up to Qin Xi excitedly. “I didn’t have the time to 

thank you last time. If not for you, my son might have been crippled for life.” 

Qin Xi smiled faintly. “You’re welcome. It’s nothing.” 

The beautiful woman squeezed her son’s hand and said gently, “Kai, this is the divine doctor who saved 

you back then. Say hello to her.” 

“Hello, Sister. Thank you, Sister!” Kai said with a serious expression.. 

“Good boy!” Qin Xi praised. 

The beautiful woman quickly introduced herself. “By the way, Divine Doctor, my name is Tang Ling. This 

is my husband, Gu Hua. May I know your name?” 

“Qin Xi.” 



At this moment, Gu Hua walked up and thanked her solemnly. “Divine Doctor Qin, thank you very much 

for saving my son. I wonder if you can allow my family to treat you to a meal?” 

Tang Ling added, “That’s right. Our father is very grateful to you. Last time, you left in a hurry and I 

didn’t get a chance to ask your name. I asked someone to look for you for a few days but couldn’t find 

you. Today, we’re fated to meet. You must not refuse us.” 

Qin Xi thought for a moment and agreed. 

Seeing that she agreed, Tang Ling was very happy. She pointed ahead and said, “Let’s go. The car is 

parked over there!” 

Just as Qin Xi was about to turn around, she heard the sound of brakes braking. She subconsciously 

turned around and saw that it was someone she knew. 

Chapter 244: The Divine Doctor Is Young 

It was Elder Wang’s personal guard. Seeing his anxious expression, Qin Xi couldn’t help but narrow her 

eyes. 

“Miss Qin, Elder Wan needs your help urgently!” The guard went straight to the point. 

Qin Xi frowned and asked, “Do you know what it is?” 

The guard said seriously, “I’m sorry, I’m not sure. I only know that it’s someone from high up.” 

Qin Xi nodded and smiled apologetically at Tang Ling and Gu Hua. “I’m sorry, I have something urgent to 

attend to. Let’s have dinner another day!” 

Tang Ling and Gu Hua also knew the severity of the matter. Moreover, Elder Wang was a figure known 

throughout Luoping City. 

While they were surprised that Qin Xi was acquainted with Elder Wan, their impression of Qin Xi also 

increased. 

After getting into the car, Qin Xi asked the guard, “Does the old man know that I’m here?” 

The guard shook his head and said truthfully, “No, the old man called your house and heard from your 

family that you came here. After investigating, we found where you are.” 

Qin Xi nodded and did not ask further. She quietly looked at the scenery flashing by outside the window. 

Soon, the Jeep drove out of the downtown area and arrived at the suburbs. Looking in the direction, Qin 

Xi knew that this was the road to the sanatorium. Previously, the guard had also said that it was 

someone from high up. It seemed that it was another rich person. 

Of course, those who could enter the sanatorium were definitely not ordinary people. 

After layers of checkup, the two of them finally arrived at a ward. 

In front of the ward stood rows of security guards. They all looked at the door and did not move. 



Seeing that Qin Xi was here, Wan Shiyue finally felt relieved. He quickly walked to her side, grabbed her 

slender wrist, and pulled her to the side of the bed. “Girl, you’re finally here. Come and see how he is.” 

The dean and the experts of the sanatorium looked at her without speaking. Their attitude was 

completely different from last time. Even Meng Chang’an was standing at the side. A few other people 

of different ages stood in a row with worried expressions. 

Meng Chang’an wanted to go forward and greet Qin Xi, but now was not the time. He could only wait 

patiently. 

Wan Shiyue knocked on the door and heard an old and dignified voice. “Come in!” 

Before entering the ward, Wan Shiyue warned with a solemn expression, “Don’t talk too much. The 

people inside are all powerful. Do more and talk less. Treat them if you can. It’s fine if you can’t, 

understand?” 

Seeing his solemn expression, Qin Xi became nervous. She nodded and said, “Got it, Grandpa Wan.” 

Wan Shiyue nodded in satisfaction and reached out to push open the door. The huge ward was filled 

with people. 

Qin Xi quietly swept her gaze across everyone present. From their auras and faces, she could tell that 

this room was filled with rich and powerful people. 

However, they were all standing quietly by the bed. One could imagine how noble the person lying on 

the bed was. 

Seeing a young girl follow Wan Shiyue in, one of the old men narrowed his sharp eyes and asked, “Old 

Wan, where’s the divine doctor you mentioned? Don’t tell me it’s this girl!” 

Wan Shiyue nodded and said solemnly, “You’re right. This is the divine doctor I found. As I said before, 

the divine doctor is young.” 

His meaning was obvious. He was reminding them that before he went to look for Qin Xi, he had already 

told them about Qin Xi’s age. 

That person frowned. Although Wan Shiyue did say that the divine doctor was very young, he did not 

expect Qin Xi to be so young. He couldn’t help but feel suspicious about her. 

Before he could speak, someone objected. At this moment, Qin Xi had already finished absorbing the 

patient’s bad fog. 

Chapter 245: Now Is Not the Time 

To be honest, Qin Xi had never known that a person’s willpower was so strong, especially the old man 

on the bed. Even though he was tortured by the pain every day, he still gritted his teeth and endured it 

to live on without saying a word. 

This willpower was really admirable. 



At this moment, someone said in a firm tone, “Elder Wan, to be honest, we’ve already invited Master 

Gao over. He’ll probably arrive in half an hour. As for this young divine doctor you brought, let her wait a 

little longer!” 

Wan Shiyue frowned. He really did not understand what these people were thinking. They would rather 

let the patient suffer than grasp that one percent chance. 

Moreover, they were the ones who asked him to think of a way. Now that he had thought of a way, he 

was rejected in front of everyone. Just as he was about to express his displeasure, he felt someone 

pulling him. He turned around and saw that it was Qin Xi. 

Qin Xi smiled faintly and lowered her voice. “Grandpa Wan, calm down. Since a master is coming, as a 

junior, it’s naturally not my place to perform.” 

When Wan Shiyue saw the confidence and indifference in Qin Xi’s eyes, his anger instantly dissipated. At 

the same time, he understood what this little girl meant. 

What she meant was simple and clear. She wanted to use Master Gao to gain more fame. 

They thought that Master Gao was a top-notch expert. If he was taught a lesson by a young girl, it went 

without saying how much it would help Qin Xi’s future medical career. 

Although it was despicable to step on Master Gao to gain more fame, Qin Xi and Wan Shiyue were not 

to be blamed as they weren’t the ones who invited Master Gao. 

Qin Xi just did as she was told. 

“Alright!” Wan Shiyue nodded and went out with Qin Xi. 

Before going out, Qin Xi saw an old man in his sixties on the bed. 

Although the old man was old, the domineering aura he exuded was enough to make people shiver. 

Even though his eyes were closed and his expression was painful, he still gave off a scary feeling, as if he 

would open his eyes and kill you in the next second. 

At the door of the ward, Meng Chang’an, the dean, and the experts rushed over. 

“How’s it going?” 

“What’s going on inside?” 

“Are you confident?” 

Why did the dean and the experts of the sanatorium treat Qin Xi so differently? It was because of Elder 

Meng, Meng Chang’an’s father. 

Previously, they had checked Elder Meng’s illness many times but could not find the cause of it. 

However, the little girl brought by Elder Wan easily identified the cause and treated it. 

Although it was a pity that they did not see the process of Qin Xi treating the illness, since Elder Meng 

had already said so, they could only believe him and felt a trace of shame and guilt for being so mean to 

Qin Xi back then. 



Therefore, when Elder Wan said that he wanted to invite Qin Xi over, their first thought was to take the 

chance to apologize! 

They apologized for their ignorance and vanity and wanted to learn from the young divine doctor. After 

all, there was no end to learning. 

Moreover, they sincerely admitted that their medical skills were indeed inferior to the young divine 

doctor. 

Wan Shiyue waved his hand and pointed at the end of the corridor. “Everyone, quiet down. Let’s talk 

over there.” 

When they reached the corner of the corridor, Meng Chang’an was no longer as calm as before. He 

looked at Qin Xi eagerly. “Qin Xi, how is he?” 

Qin Xi shook her head. “Uncle Meng, I’m confident I can treat him.” 

However, before everyone could get excited, she continued, “But… Now is not the time!” 

Chapter 246: Never Be Able to Wake Up 

“Not the time?” 

Not to mention Meng Chang’an, even the dean and the experts were puzzled. “Do we need to set a date 

to treat illnesses and save people?” 

Someone subconsciously blurted out. Although it was intended as a joke, everyone basically thought so. 

What did she mean by ‘not the time’? 

The patient was already in such a state. How long should they wait? 

Wan Shiyue sighed and said, “Elder Xu and the others might not believe me. They’ve already invited 

Master Gao, the vice president of the Capital Medical Association, to treat the illness.” 

The dean frowned. “How did this happen? Didn’t they say…” 

“Perhaps they didn’t trust us from the beginning!” Wan Shiyue smiled faintly and said, “Forget it. Since 

Master Gao is coming, Old Master Mu’s illness shouldn’t be a problem.” 

An expert whispered, “But didn’t the young divine doctor say that she can treat it? Why don’t you let 

the young divine doctor try?” 

Qin Xi said sincerely, “I’m young and not famous. It’s only right for them to question me. Besides, the 

patient is important. Of course they have to choose the safest way.” 

“Young Divine Doctor, you are really understanding.” 

“That’s right, that’s right. As expected of the role model of Chinese medicine!” 

When the experts heard Qin Xi’s words, they praised her, making Qin Xi blush. 



In less than ten minutes, footsteps came from the other end of the corridor. Everyone looked over and 

saw a group of people walking over. The old man in the lead had gray hair and was surrounded by 

people. He was full of energy, especially his eagle eyes. 

They quickly entered the ward. The ward closed and the corridor fell silent again. 

In the ward. 

Gao Huiren nodded at the four seniors. “Elder Xu, Elder Li, Elder Gu, Elder She!” 

As for the others, they were not as qualified to receive his greeting. 

“Master Gao, you’re finally here.” 

Elder Xu stood up and squeezed out a smile. He shook hands with Master Gao and said, “Let’s see how 

Elder Mu is doing! Sigh, I don’t know what happened, but Elder Mu suddenly fell ill. These experts can’t 

figure out what happened and can only ask the medical association for help!” 

Gao Huiren was very serious. “Elder Xu, what are you talking about? This is my duty, not to mention that 

it’s to treat Elder Mu.” 

Elder Gu nodded and said seriously, “Master Gao is right. Then please take a look at Elder Mu’s 

condition. If you have anything, feel free to tell me. I’ll get someone to arrange it.” 

Gao Huiren nodded. He walked over and began to check the patient’s condition. His three assistants 

were also assisting him in an orderly manner. 

Just like that, after about 20 minutes, Gao Huiren looked at the four seniors with a solemn expression 

and shook his head with a sigh. “When Elder Mu was young, the old injuries and shrapnel stuck in his 

heart were almost all fatal. Moreover, there are a few unknown poisons in his body that have long 

corroded his organs. This time, the poison quickly spread. Sigh… Elder Xu, I’m afraid there is nothing I 

can do.” 

Actually, he had already regarded Elder Mu as a dead person in his heart. Unless a divine doctor 

descended, it would be impossible to save him. 

Elder Xu and the others were shocked. 

“Then… When will Elder Mu wake up?” 

“He might never be able to wake up again!” 

Chapter 247: She Said She Can Treat The Patient! 

“He might never be able to wake up!” 

When Gao Huiren said this with difficulty, the ward was silent, except for Elder Mu’s weak breathing. 

After being stunned for more than a minute, Elder Gu fell to the sofa as if he had lost all his strength. His 

face was a little pale and his voice was trembling. “What, what should we do?” 

Elder Mu was the commander-in-chief of the security team and could be said to be the key personnel. If 

anything happened to him, it would definitely be a huge loss to the organization. 



Although he was already retired, his wisdom and legend had always been imprinted in everyone’s 

minds. Now, he was actuallyâ€¦ going to die? 

For a moment, everyone was silent, not knowing what to say or how to react! 

At this moment, there was a knock on the ward door, breaking the oppressive atmosphere. 

“Enter!” 

The dean of the sanatorium felt the heavy and oppressive atmosphere in the ward. His heart skipped a 

beat. He walked in carefully and asked, “Everyone, since Master Gao is here, he should be able to save 

the patient. Then, I’ll get the young divine doctor to leave now. She still has other patients to treat!” 

“What young divine doctor?” Gao Huiren frowned and said in a dignified tone. 

“Oh, I remember that young divine doctor.” Elder She suddenly said. He looked at the dean and said, 

“Quick, invite the young divine doctor in!” 

Although they knew that even Master Gao couldn’t treat the illness, it was more unlikely for a young girl 

to do so. However, Qin Xi was their last hope now. 

At this point, they would not miss a single chance. What ifâ€¦ what if she was really a divine doctor? 

Moreover, Wan Shiyue was quite a reliable person. He wouldn’t get the young girl to come if he didn’t 

believe in her ability. 

At the thought of this, the other three old elders became excited at the same time. “Where’s that young 

divine doctor just now? Call her in and ask her if she can treat the patient.” 

Gao Huiren said firmly, “No way!” 

However, the dean spoke at the same time, “Huh? The young divine doctor said that she can treat the 

patient. It’s just a little troublesome!” 

Hearing this, Gao Huiren immediately felt an indescribable anger in his heart. It was not that he did not 

admit that there was always someone better out there, but Elder Mu was indeed on the verge of death. 

It was impossible to bring him back to life! 

Therefore, he reacted very strongly and blurted out, “That’s impossible. There is no way Elder Mu can be 

saved.” 

As soon as he said that, everyone looked at him with irrepressible anger and condemnation in their 

eyes. No matter how respected Gao Huiren was, compared to Elder Mu, he was nothing. The fact that 

he actually said such disrespectful words was really infuriating. 

Elder Xu warned with a dark expression, “Mr. Gao, I invited you here to treat Elder Mu, not to make 

sarcastic remarks!” 

Gao Huiren realized that what he said just now was inappropriate and he immediately broke out in a 

cold sweat. 



Although Elder Mu was old, he was still regarded as the God of War in the country. Gao Huiren lowered 

his head and quickly apologized, “I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to be so rude.!” 

However, at this moment, no one was looking at him. Instead, they looked at the dean. Their eyes were 

filled with eagerness and hope as they asked nervously, “Can the young divine doctor really be cured?” 

The dean nodded calmly. “She said that she can treat the patient!” 

Chapter 248 Intentional Provocation 

Gao Huiren wanted to say something, but on second thought, he realized that what had just happened 

had already angered the elders. If he acted rashly again, he might be kicked out. 

At the thought of this, he decided to wait and see. Although he was sure that Elder Mu’s condition 

would never improve, he still wanted to see what the young divine doctor was capable of. 

When Qin Xi opened the door and entered, Gao Huiren and his three assistants frowned at the same 

time with a question in their minds: Is she even over 18? 

Elder Gu and Elder Li asked in unison with excited expressions, “Can you really treat Elder Mu?” 

“Young girl, do you have a doctor’s license?” It was Gao Huiren who spoke. His tone did not sound like 

he was questioning, but more like… curious. 

Qin Xi nodded seriously and muttered, “This is indeed a problem. It seems like I really have to tell Uncle 

Meng to get me a doctor’s license!” 

She said it casually and matter-of-factly, as if it was not shameful to admit that she didn’t have one. 

The dean was stunned and the corners of his mouth twitched, thinking to himself, “Do you have to be so 

outspoken?” 

The others were speechless. Was it really appropriate for her to say this in front of them? 

Gao Huiren was stunned for a moment before he flew into a rage. “Nonsense, you’re being 

irresponsible. As long as I’m around, I will not allow someone like you to harm the patient.” 

Qin Xi put on a nice and fake smile. “Sir, don’t be angry just yet. Let me remove the poison from the 

patient first before we argue!” 

Masters were usually eccentric and arrogant. Qin Xi had to behave in such a way so that it was more 

likely for people to believe her. 

On the contrary, the more humble and careful you were, the more people would disbelieve you. 

Gao Huiren was so angry at her arrogant attitude that he almost vomited blood. The others looked at 

each other with surprise and faint smiles. The most shocked person here was the dean. 

In the dean’s memory, Qin Xi was a humble person. However, now he felt like Qin Xi was a completely 

different person. 

He kept praying in his heart that Qin Xi would not continue to behave arrogantly. He still wanted to live 

for a few more years! 



Unfortunately, Qin Xi could not hear his thoughts. 

“Dean, I need a basin and charcoal. Remember, it’s charcoal. I want charcoal that’s burning red.” 

Just as the dean was about to turn around and leave, he heard Gao Huiren ask in shock, “Why do you 

need charcoal?” 

Qin Xi rolled her eyes and raised her chin arrogantly. “It’s none of your business!” 

Gao Hui was furious. He said angrily, “You…” 

“You what?” Qin Xi continued to be arrogant. 

“You have no respect for your elders!” Gao Huiren’s serious face flushed with anger. “You’re too rude. 

You’re too rude!” 

Qin Xi shrugged and said seriously, “Didn’t you say that I’m being irresponsible to the patient’s life? 

That’s exactly what I am doing.” 

The dean shook his head and did not dare to continue listening. He quickly ran out to get someone to 

prepare things. 

Not long after, when the dean returned, Gao Huiren’s face was red and his breathing was unstable. He 

was clearly enraged. 

However, Qin Xi, on the other hand, acted as if nothing had happened with a smile on her face. 

Chapter 249 Acknowledge You As My Shifu 

After everything was prepared, Qin Xi’s expression became serious. She opened the acupuncture bag 

she carried with her and asked the dean to lift Elder Mu’s clothes. 

Elder Mu’s body was covered in old wounds. It was no exaggeration to say that there were at least five 

deep wounds on his stomach. It was obvious what kind of danger he was in at that time. 

When the others saw these wounds, they were also shocked. They did not dare to imagine how many 

there were elsewhere. 

It was no wonder that Elder Mu was a legend. He earned it almost with his life. 

However, there were always people who paid attention to things differently from others, like Gao 

Huiren. 

When he saw Qin Xi opening the acupuncture bag, he was shocked. “You’re a Chinese doctor?” 

After the shock, he flew into a rage. “Ridiculous, this is simply ridiculous. If you were a Western doctor, I 

would still be interested in seeing what you have to offer. I didn’t expect you to be a Chinese doctor. 

How can a Chinese doctor save people?” 

Qin Xi narrowed her eyes and her aura suddenly changed. She looked at Gao Huiren indifferently and 

mocked, “I can tell that you seem to have a deep disdain for Chinese Medicine.” 



Gao Huiren’s expression changed drastically as he said aggressively, “It’s not that I look down on Chinese 

medicine, but in fact, I admire Chinese medicine very much. However, now that Chinese medicine has 

declined, only those unscientific formulas are left. For someone to become a Chinese doctor, they have 

to go through years of training. What about you? You probably can’t even take the patient’s pulse at 

such a young age!” 

“Also, ever since you entered the ward, you haven’t taken Elder Mu’s pulse at all. Don’t tell me you can 

tell what the illness is at a glance.” 

When he said this, his tone was really unfriendly, but that was the fact. Even the four elders became 

suspicious. 

Qin Xi sneered. “Chinese medicine emphasizes four ways of diagnosis, looking, listening, questioning, 

and feeling the pulse. As for me, I’ve long reached the level of the Qi Observation Technique.” 

Seeing his shocked and doubtful expression, she smiled and pointed at Gao Huiren’s foot, stating some 

facts that not many knew. 

“You were a cripple when you were young. You only improved slightly after undergoing surgery. 

However, you can’t run. Once you run, your legs will hurt.” 

Gao Huiren’s face instantly turned pale, as if the deepest secret in his heart had been dug out and he 

was laughed at. This feeling was very uncomfortable and inferior. 

Of course, another thing was that he was completely shocked by the ability Qin Xi displayed. 

He was indeed a cripple, but not many people knew about this. Other than his dead mother and father, 

not even his wife knew. How did this girl know? Could it be that she was really a Chinese doctor? 

When the four elders saw Gao Huiren’s expression, they sincerely believed that Qin Xi was indeed a 

divine doctor. 

Qin Xi felt that she was being too disrespectful to reveal someone’s deepest secret. She cleared her 

throat and said indifferently, “You, don’t be sad. It’s not a big deal. If you trust me, I’ll teach you a set of 

acupuncture techniques and massage techniques later. In less than a month, your feet will be like that of 

a normal person. You can run and do whatever you want!” 

When Gao Huiren, who had an extremely ugly expression on his face, heard her words, he perked up 

and took a step forward excitedly. “Really? Do you think my legs can really recover?” 

Qin Xi raised her chin. “Of course. Who am I? I’m a young divine doctor!” 

“Alright, as long as you can treat my legs, I’ll acknowledge you as my shifu!” 

Chapter 250 Removing the Poison 

“Ahem, no need. You’re not a Chinese doctor. Why should I take you in as my disciple?” 

Qin Xi waved her hand in disdain. “Besides, you’re already so old. I’ll feel embarrassed to be called shifu 

by you.” 

Pfft ~ 



When the dean and the other elders heard this, they couldn’t help but laugh. On the other hand, Gao 

Huiren’s face turned red. 

In particular, Gao Huiren’s three assistants were even more indignant. One of the younger men jumped 

out and pointed at Qin Xi. “You, you don’t know what’s good for you. How can you be so impudent?” 

“Alright, Xiao Zhang!” 

Gao Huiren waved his hand and his face returned to normal. He looked at Qin Xi and said seriously, “No 

matter what, as long as you can treat my leg, I’ll agree to anything.” 

Qin Xi nodded with a smile and said readily, “Then I’ll have to trouble Master Gao to get me a doctor’s 

license. I want a Chinese doctor’s license!” 

She pretended to be troubled and said, “I don’t want people to point a finger at me every time I treat 

someone!” 

“Alright, I agree!” 

After dealing with Gao Huiren, Qin Xi focused her attention on Elder Mu and instructed the dean, “When 

I perform the acupuncture, place the basin on his stomach. When I ask you to place the charcoal at the 

bottom of the basin, put it. Do you understand?” 

The dean wiped the cold sweat off his forehead and nodded solemnly. “Got it!” 

“Alright, let’s begin!” 

As soon as Qin Xi finished speaking, the silver needles were quickly inserted into Elder Mu’s heart 

meridians, followed by the top of his head. Her speed was very fast, so fast that only afterimages were 

left. Moreover, her technique was very precise. 

In the ward, everyone stared at Qin Xi’s hands with widened eyes, but they could not catch the speed at 

all. 

Everyone was shocked. Even Gao Huiren was so shocked that his jaw almost dropped to the ground. The 

doubt before was completely replaced by admiration. 

“Put in the charcoal!” 

At this moment, Qin Xi shouted. The dean quickly placed the charcoal on the porcelain basin. As Qin Xi 

waved her hand, all the silver needles began to buzz rhythmically. No one saw how she did it, but the 

silver needles began to vibrate. 

When Gao Huiren saw this, he gasped. Vibrating needles? Who was this girl? Why did she know how to 

use Qi to control needles? 

Yes, the most basic requirement for the vibrating needles was to use Qi to control the needles, and to 

use Qi to control the needles, one had to learn Internal Qi. In other words, this girl actually knew 

Internal Martial Arts? 

While shocked, he was also glad that he didn’t make things too difficult for Qin Xi. Otherwise, he would 

be in deep trouble. 



At this moment, Elder She pointed at the black sticky thing flowing out of the edge of the porcelain basin 

and asked in confusion, “What is this?” 

Qin Xi smiled and explained, “This is poison. It’s the poison left in Elder Mu’s body. Moreover, there’s 

more than one kind of poison. Judging from the amount, there are probably more than ten. If it were an 

ordinary person, they would long be six feet under. Therefore, it’s a miracle that Elder Mu can survive 

until now.” 

“I see!” Elder She nodded. 

Qin Xi said seriously, “After the poison is removed, Elder Mu will wake up. After that, I’ll write a 

prescription for him. After recuperating for a few days, I’ll help him remove the shrapnel in his chest. It’ll 

probably take a week to treat him!” 

 


